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1. Customer 1st: You pay your employees, suppliers, and shareholders. You don’t pay your 
customers

- Listen to them for your Business plan:
- Lou Gerstner (IBM): Met with key customers and strategy led to IBM Business 

Services
- Steve Jobs: Knew people wanted “Music to their fingertips” & created iPOD

2. Just the Facts, Please!: Get rid of all the noise
3. Activity is interesting, but results count: You must measure to know your performance
4. Speed (but with Purpose): Don’t compromise your thoughtfulness but be decisive!
5. Communicate (again & again): It takes 12 times to fully internalize a message
6. Culture…is EVERYTHING!: You can’t transform an organization unless you know what you 

stand for.

No Spectators allowed: Everyone on board. Create a culture of openness with direct
Communication in meetings not after them.

The hardest thing for a leader to do is to develop the ability to coach



Your people must be on board. “Create a culture of openness with direct communication
At meetings”….communication after meetings is not the best culture.
Strong cultures allow people to be willing to be heard in a meeting, not bring it to the
Leader after the meeting



1. Avoid: Emotional emails- save the draft and think before you send it.
2. Respond: Immediate contingency plans should be in place! (You

should plan in advance how to respond to bad things)
3. What to do? How to do it? WHAT IS YOUR INSTINCT?



Why did the ones on the left fail and those on the 
Right succeed?



Who to promote, who to mentor,
Who to terminate….

A. High Culture (Values of 
organization)
Low Performance = Mentorship

A.
B. High Performance + High

Culture = Promotion

B.

C. Low Performance + Low 
Culture = Termination

C.

D. High Performance +
Low Culture =  Dilemma for
some leaders:
- Short Hx of this = mentor
- Long Hx of this = Termination

D.



WHAT QUESTIONS DO YOU ASK WHEN YOU ARE HIRING A CEO (Leader) FOR A COMPANY?

1. What do you prioritize that achieves the culture you want to create?
2. Do you have Heart and Strength of conviction?
3. How do you deal with nuance (grey situations)?
4. Can you compartmentalize?
5. What brought you hear and why do you want to leave?



- …was the youngest senior executive in IBM’s History.
- …was offered job of President of Apple North America by Steve Jobs….turned it down
- …had major health issue which required solution at Mayo Clinic and then time off….

…during time away from pressured job I reflected….
- I was asked to lead search for new CEO at Sears….I was ultimately offered the job and 

turned it down 3 times….but then accepted it….I LOVED THE JOB!....
- My wife became sick and I took time to help her with recovery from a major health

issue….MY PRIORITIES CHANGED!....I QUIT!...she got better…
- “ANCHORS ARE THE DIFFERENTIATORS IN YOUR LIFE…YOUR PERSONAL LIFE IS YOUR

ANCHOR….The brands you build are less durable”
- I moved to Private Equity….joined multiple Boards…. Then Goldman-Sachs…now

my main job is mentoring CEOs.



1. You must observe and be “present” to determine what your organizational culture is.
2. “Feel the texture of your organization”
3. “How are you measuring what your employees feel? Are you measuring at all?
4. 360o Surveys can be very important
5. Use a coach to help you in this area.



1. CEO stands for “Chief Culture Officer”
2. Communication: -Why is it important? What do you stand for? What do you want this

this company to be?
3. Incentives (Rewards): How will you reward people when culture is high?

Penalize them when it is not?
4. Dealing with Bad things: (see previous slide)
5. Managing Transitions: From “OLD” to “New” …requires balance + timing:

Old 
Company

New 
Company

Maintain Old while Growing New
Must Expand

Must
Shrink



ARROGANCE AND LACK OF INTEGRITY = AUTOMATIC FIRING/NO SECOND CHANCE



1. “Tired Brand” with huge customer loyalty…what would have made more sense?…
….could we have created two teams?

“OLD” SEARS 
BRAND

“NEW” SEARS 
BRAND = 
DIRECT

CONSUMER 
MODEL

Managed Transition

Leverage this……to get this



1. When the going gets tough, don’t translate this into more pressure for your subordinates.
2. Don’t overstate your capacity to need help with a consultant and a coach.



1. You are the only one responsible for your career!
2. Tell your leadership what you want and how you plan to perform

a. Be Explicit about your career aspirations!
b. Don’t be high maintenance!
c. Deliver results!

3. If possible find a mentor!
4. Work your butt off!


